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DCS OPPOSITION TO NRC STAFF MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER GOVERNING

DISCLOSURE OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

Duke Cogema Stone & Webster LLC (DCS) opposes the NRC Staff's February 18, 2005

motion for a Protective Order to govern the disclosure of "protected sensitive information."

DCS understands the Staff's desire to protect this new class of information, but the proposed

Order is overly broad, ineffective in achieving its intended purposes, and creates the potential for

unwarranted sanctions. Accordingly, for the reasons discussed below, the Board should either

deny the motion, postpone ruling on it, or significantly limit its scope.

This proceeding began about four years ago. Since that time, the Staff has distributed-

in hard copy-a Hearing File containing over 300 documents to DCS, GANE and BREDL. DCS

generated the majority of the documents in the Hearing File. Until the Fall of 2004, the Staff

made available through ADAMS the entire Hearing File and other docket-related materials

including DCS's Environmental Report (ER). The Staff also mailed to perhaps tens or hundreds
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of members of the public, copies of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIS) for

the MOX Facility. About a month ago, the Staff issued the Final EIS (FEIS) for the MOX

Facility. As expected, the FEIS is based substantially on information submitted by DCS in its

ER, and in related correspondence that previously has been made widely available to the public.

The Staff has now determined that five pages of the FEIS contain at least some

information that could potentially be useful to a terrorist.1 The redacted information relates to

quantities of plutonium stored at various U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) facilities,2 Savannah

River "Site Safety Services,"I and maximum quantities of chemicals to be stored at the MOX

Facility and modeled concentrations at various distances resulting from hypothetical, accidental

releases of those chemicals.4 The five pages, as redacted by the NRC, are attached. Three of the

pages are from Volume I of the FEIS. The sources of the information on these redacted pages

appear to be DCS's ER and Construction Authorization Request (CAR), as well as two DOE

environmental impact statements from 1996 and 1999, each of which was or continues to be

publicly available. Two of the pages are from Volume II and are public comments on the Draft

EIS that appear to have been submitted to the NRC by the DOE.5 This information also appears

in other publicly available documents.

The Staff has labeled this redacted information as "protected sensitive information," has

apparently removed it from other documents that are available on ADAMS, and is withholding

I Proposed Order, n. 1.

2 Redactions on pp. 1-11, J-147, and J-148.

3 Redactions on p. 3-41.

Redactions on p. 4-53.

The DOE comments on the Draft EIS were previously available on ADAMS. DCS (and
presumably others) have copies.
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the five un-redacted pages from DCS, GANE, and BREDL until a new Protective Order is

entered in this proceeding and the parties sign a related Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure

Agreement. The Staff has not retrieved this "protected sensitive information" from each party's

hard-copy of the Hearing File. Nor is DCS aware of any effort by the Staff to retrieve this

information from the potentially tens or hundreds of persons who are not parties to this

proceeding who may have accessed, obtained, or distributed copies of the ER, Draft EIS or other

documents that likely also contain the relevant protected sensitive information. To date, the Staff

has not identified any other information in this proceeding as "protected sensitive information.'"

The Staff's proposed Protective Order requires DCS, GANE, and BREDL to use

protected sensitive information only in this proceeding, and to limit the information's disclosure

to "the minimum number of [people] who are engaged in the conduct of this proceeding and who

need to know the information in order to carry out their responsibilities in this proceeding."2 The

Order would not apply to the Staff.8 Importantly, paragraph 6 of the proposed Protective Order

provides that the Order applies "to protected sensitive information notwithstanding any prior

releases in which this information was treated as public." or whether the information remains

public from other sources (e.g., FOIA request to other agencies or on the internet).2 Finally, the

6 DCS expects that any information the Staff would seek to protect as "sensitive" in the
Final Safety Evaluation Report (FSER) to be issued in late March 2005 would have
almost exclusively originated from DCS's CAR, and related correspondence. Like the
documents used by the Staff to write the FEIS, the CAR is also included in the Hearing
File that each party possesses, and was previously available on the internet. If the
information in the CAR was proprietary, it was provided to the parties by DCS under the
June 2001 Protective Order and would not be in the public version of the FSER.

2 Proposed Order, T 2 (emphasis added).

8i Id.,n.2.

2 Id., ¶ 6 (emphasis added).
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proposed Order subjects a party who violates "any" term of the Order to potential disbarment,

and unspecified civil and criminal penalties.lQ

I. The Order Is Overly Broad And Will Not Achieve Its Intended Purpose

The Staff has recognized that a 1976 Appeal Board decision regarding the Wolf Creek

power plant establishes the standards for granting a protective order." This Wolf Creek standard

continues to be referenced in present day Protective Orders,12 and requires a Licensing Board to

determine if:

(1) the information in question is of a type customarily held in confidence by its
originator;

(2) there is a rational basis for having customarily held it in confidence;

(3) it has, in fact, been kept in confidence; and

(4) it is not found in public sources.11

If the information does not meet this standard, a Protective Order is not warranted. The Appeal

Board stated its rationale for adopting this four-part standard:

It seems to us entirely sensible to require one seeking to place
restrictions upon the disclosure of information relevant to an issue in
adjudication to make the showing ... that ... not only is the

Id.,¶9.

See Commonwealth Edison Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-
85-40, 22 NRC 759, 761 (noting that the Applicant and Staff rely heavily upon Kansas
Gas and Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-327,
3 NRC 408 (1976) (hereafter "Wolf Creek")). Typically the NRC decisions on protective
orders involve proprietary information. DCS believes that the same basic principles are
applicable to the protected sensitive information in this case.

12 See Louisiana Energy Services, L.P. (National Enrichment Facility), 2004 WL 1301886,

* 1 (May 21, 2004); Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant),
1999 WL 215736, *1 (April 1, 1999). See also Louisiana Energy Services, L.P.
(Claiborne Enrichment Center), LBP-92-15A, 36 NRC 5, n.12 (1992) (referencing Wolf
Creek for a general discussion of, among other things, protective orders).

13 Wolf Creek, 3 NRC at 417.
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information of the type customarily held in confidence by its
originator but also there is a "rational basis" for so treating it. The
Commission's reference ... to the "strong public interest in
conducting a rule making proceeding which is as open as possible to
full public scrutiny" is no less applicable to adjudicatory
proceedings. That interest most assuredly would be disserved were a
licensing board or ourselves to place a veil of secrecy over some
aspect of a licensing proceeding in the absence of a concrete
indication that it was necessary to do so to avoid significant harm to
a competing, equally cognizable interest.!4

The Staffs motion fails under the WolfCreek standard because, despite its new

designation as "protected sensitive information," this information was not protected and can be

founds today in public sources outside of the NRC. Over the past four years, the Staff has sent

each party a paper copy of the documents in the Hearing File, and posted docket-related

correspondence on the NRC's website. The Staff also mailed copies of the Draft EIS to perhaps

tens or hundreds of members of the public. The NRC is not recalling these copies. Moreover,

until the NRC coordinates with other federal and state agencies, the same protected sensitive

information will be available through FOIA requests to other agencies, such as DOE and the

Environmental Protection Agency. In fact, as an example, counsel for DCS has confirmed that

the DOE EISs from which the information redacted from p. 1-11 of the FEIS was obtained

remain available through a non-NRC website. Accordingly, the information in the five pages of

the FEIS that the Staff now seeks to protect is already possessed by the public. This "bell cannot

be unrung.'"1s

14 Id. at 418 (emphasis added).

is Duke Energy Corp. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-04-6, 59 NRC 62, 71
(2004) (granting interlocutory appeal to decide whether the Staff must provide BREDL
with safeguards information because the Commission could not rectify, after-the-fact, an
erroneous disclosure order).
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Also, any member of the public who downloaded from ADAMS the relevant documents

or received a copy of the Draft EIS already possesses this information and would not be bound

by the Order. It makes no sense to handicap the few parties in this proceeding when potentially

hundreds of others will not be so handicapped. Thus, the effect of the proposed Order is only to

hinder the parties to this proceeding and subject those parties to the risk of sanctions if a future

inadvertent disclosure of information contained in a previously-released document occurs.

For all these reasons, the proposed Protective Order would not achieve its intended

purpose, and the Staff's motion should be denied.

Alternatively, the Board could postpone ruling on the motion until it learns whether a

party desires the un-redacted pages of the FEIS, or until the Staff issues the FSER and the parties

learn whether it contains protected sensitive information that they do not already possess, and

that they want to possess in this proceeding. If no party desires access to this information, there

is no need for the Protective Order.

II. If A Protective Order Is Issued, DCS Should Not Be A "Party" To It

This is the second Protective Order that would be applicable in this proceeding. On

June 29, 2001, the Board issued an order protecting the disclosure of DCS's proprietary

information.-L DCS was not required to sign the Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement

attached to that order because it was DCS that generated the information.

Here too, it makes little sense for DCS to be subject to a protective order and sign a non-

disclosure agreement governing information that DCS produced to the NRC in the first place.

The Staff should give DCS unredacted pages containing information that DCS supplied to the

16 Protective Order, dated June 29, 2001. The Staff's proposed Order would have no effect
on the June 2001 Protective Order.
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Staff. This should not make DCS a "party" subject to the Protective Order for the DCS-provided

information, but would nevertheless require the Staff, GANE, and BREDL to serve DCS with

filings containing protected sensitive information. If it turns out that some of the protected

sensitive information was not provided by DCS, the Staff could withhold that information until

DCS signs the Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement.

III. If An Order is Necessarm, Its Scope Must Be Limited

The impact of the Staff's proposed Order is made significantly more complicated by the

fact that it is being introduced near the end of a four-year proceeding. DCS would have great

difficulty implementing this Order if it required protection of sensitive information in documents

previously available to the public. Paragraph 2 of the Order requires DCS to limit access to

protected sensitive information to a minimum number of people involved in this proceeding, who

have a "need to know" the information. 7 Paragraph 6 of the Order further states that:

The terms of this Protective Order apply to protected sensitive
information notwithstanding any prior releases in which this
information was treated as public. A public release of protected
sensitive information before this Order became effective shall not
serve as grounds for subsequent distribution of protected sensitive
information to unauthorized persons.

Taken together, these two paragraphs produce draconian results. They would require

DCS to police distribution of the protected sensitive information existing not only on the pages

of the FEIS disclosed by the Staff under the Order, but in all other places that the same

information might be located (for example, in the ER, CAR, Draft EIS, Draft SER, RAls,

internal DCS correspondence between DCS and the Staff, internal DCS e-mails, DOE documents

and DCS/DOE correspondence). Because access to this information has not been previously

II The order does not specify who makes the "need to know" determination or why this
information is subject to such a determination.
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restricted, it has most likely proliferated into numerous DCS internal and external documents.

DCS expects that hundreds of documents containing this information are stored throughout

DCS's computer systems, and in the paper files of many of its employees and consultants. It

would be extremely difficult for DCS to police this information. Yet under the Order, if DCS

inadvertently released the sensitive information contained in any of these sources to a person

who had not signed the Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement-even if that person was

a DCS employee-DCS would be subject to sanctions.

Accordingly, DCS requests that if a Protective Order is to be issued, it must be strictly

limited to new protected sensitive information that the NRC transmits in the future under the

Order that does not exist in documents already possessed by the parties and that was not

previously made available to the public.

Dated: February 28, 2005

Respectfully submitted,

DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER

Donald J. Silverman
John E. Matthews
Alex S. Polonsky
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
Telephone: (202) 739-5502
Facsimile: (202) 739-3001
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Purpose of and Need for Action

Since no reactor licensee has Vet sought authority to use a
40% MOX fuel core, the transportation of fresh (unirradiated)
MOX fuel is evaluated on a generic basis, using a surrogate
reactor located in the Midwest. For the same reasons, the
potential impacts of using MOX fuel in a reactor are
evaluated on a generic basis. These impacts-are 'discussed
in Section 4.4.3 of this EIS. On February 27, 2003 (as
amended September 23, 2003), Duke Power submitted a
license amendment request to irradiate four MOX fuel lead
test assemblies (LTAs) in the spring of 2005 in Its Catawba
Nuclear Station Units 1 & 2 (Docket Nos. 50-413, 50-414)
(Tuckinan 2003). The NRC is currently reviewing this license
amendment request. As discussed in Section 4.4.3, the LTA
program is considered to be Independent of the proposed
action; therefore, the discussed impacts associated with the
LTA program are not addressed In this EIS. In order for any
specific commercial reactor to use a 40% fuel core, an
amendment to a 10 CFR Part 50 license, Issued by the NRC,
would be required. The NRC would perform its own site-
specific NEPA analyses in evaluating any license
amendment application it may later receive seeking
'authorization to use MOX fuel.

1.3 Purpose of and Need for
the Proposed Action

The NRC's specific need for action arises from its statutory
responsibility under Section 202(5) of the Energy
Reorganization Action of 1974 (as amended In 1998), and
N EPA, to determine whether a MOX facility can be built and
operated In a safe and environmentally acceptable. manner.
The proposed action is part of the larger DOE surplus
plutonium disposition program as described In Section 1.1.1.
The DOE has developed a strategy for plutonium disposition
that has addressed the purpose and need for the. proposed
MOX facility on a programmatic level. The underlying
purpose and need for the proposed MOX facility is defined by
the DOE's surplus plutonium disposition program, which lays
the foundation for parallel disposition of excess Russian
plutonium, thereby protecting against proliferation of
materials capable of making weapons of mass destruction.
Thus, the general purpose of and need for the proposed
MOX facility is to help reduce the threat of nuclear weapons
proliferation by ensuring that surplus plutonium is converted

- Table 1.1. Surplus
plutonium Inventories

at DOE sites

-

DOE
site'

Pantex
RFETS
Hanford
LANL
SRS
INEEL
LLNLc

Quantity
(metric tons)b

. RFETS = Rocky Flats
Environmental Technology
Site, LANL - Los Alamos
National Laboratory, SRS
Savannah River Site,
INEEL = Idaho National
Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory,
LLNL = Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.

b1 metric ton (MT)
1,000 kilograms (kg), or
approximately 2,200 lb.

'Represents total from all
other DOE sites and LLNL;
LLNL total may increase
because some of the surplus
plutonium stored at REETS
was shipped to LLNL, where
special handling and
disassembly processes
occur. The inventory of
plutonium at LLNL, Including
material recovered and
processe fom RFETS,
would be

Source: DOE (1996,
1 999).
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Affected Environment

3.8.4 Roads and Railroads

Vehicular access to the SRS is provided by South Carolina State Routes (SCs) 19, 64, and 125
and U.S. Highways 78 and 278 (DCS 2002). The SRS has 230 km (143 ml) of roads to handle
transportation needs within the site (see Figure 3.8).

Three road projects are planned In the region to alleviate traffic congestion in the SRS area.
The first project would widen SC 302 from U.S. 78 and provide new segments that would
extend the route to SC 19. A second project Is planned to extend Interstate Highway 520
(1-520) soufthwest of the SRS across SCs i26 and 125 and U.S. 1 before crossing the
Savannah River to connect with the Bobby Jones Expressway in Georgia to complete a loop
around Augusta. The third improvement project may not be completed before the start of the
proposed MOX facility construction. It Involves the completion of SC 118 that will add new
segments to complete a by-pass around the city of Aiken (DCS 2002).

Railroad Infrastructure at the SRS consists of 103 km (64 ml) of track for deliveries of coal and
large structural components (DOE 1999). Rail service to the SRS is provided by the Norfolk
Southern Corporation and CSX Transportation.

3.8.5 Site Safety Services

3.9 Waste Management

This section discusses the waste management process that is in place at the SRS. This
information serves as the baseline for determining any additional impacts to waste
management systems at the SRS from proposed facility construction and operations. Human
health Impacts of current waste management practices are Included In the discussion of SRS
emissions presented In Section 3.10. Potential human health impacts from wastes generated
by the proposed action are addressed in Section 4.3.1.

. ..
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Table 4.16. Potential Impacts of accidental chemical releases'
Maxlimum lodeled Modeled
storage concentratfan concentration

anmount per nt1DOm It elle
Form Md - container TEELI YMEL.2 1EEL£ (mgms) arnd boundery

Maitmuni
Maximum
distance to

TEn a1
{kmn) and

Maxlmum
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1EEL.2 (Ian)
Chemical n"ne Concentratleon (gel)" (mutm ) (Mgv') (" Y m impacts- (mg/hi')' impacts and impacts'
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Dolecane L. 100' 7.5 60 760
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Nfltadd . L1&GN 2.5 15 20D
Nftinadd L.2t N 2.5 16 200
Nilrogen ttddsf' L. preies..I .W 15 15 75

Tmph osphate L.t100% a 10 300

Uranbrm dlwde" 5,100% ne6 1 10

.Wle*1So~dfcuwinBtrWdr.
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CNbrtnew L, pres 100% 3 7.5 co

'Asuesamentexcluded chemicars that would be stored atvolumesalss than 3L(10 gal). havIng lovy loklcy, delinedas aTEEL-1 value of gretersthan orsqual to i5 mrgt, br hsing
lewvolat~yeaporpessurareeathanI Pa).Meb mgicaloonrdiorassumedwere Fstabl~y, 13and2.2miswlndspeed(fordaboundaryandloo-mcalculaons, repectivety.and7B.5'F.
Sources of chemlal usedaa proposed MOXfadSty OCS (2004a,b) WSS: DCS 20Wa): POCF: SPO E1S (DOB 199a. TableE .7)

bL -iquld; sS = sold; M r mrdar (moroaft); NA -rnot apptlcable; pes: presaudzet 136 moles of HNOwelghs 0.85 kg, 1.9 moneed oftoraramIneweghs 0.182 kg.

*ro convert from galbns to Mm.s. mut1ply by3.8.

dlhe assumed nruaree dista nStRSIAS l taels tO0 omeoncentratos Orealaer thnnTEEL-2 Indicate moderate rnpackowncentrations greater thanTEl-3 JndIcatelarge Impacts.

OThe asstmed nearels itanc tooff-shegeneral putils .2 2bn (5.1 m;t adst nce tothe te bounday concestraiona greater IhanTEEL-1 Indkae rnoderahe Impaclr concentraMtn
gmabit than TEEL-2 Wlcate large rvNacts.

tThe Enmironmenlafliepor (OCS20(Ma) Osted 35% ydrazne as a promes chemica.This assessmeniusedlheTEELvalues for hydrazinehtIch anelden1lcealo ERPa(tvalues developed
byACGiH (see lef). The ALOHA modal alusled the release value to aconunt lor t 35%concenbatlon.

Cthorfne and nhrogntertriddE relases modeled usig the HGSYSTEM model, Wali submodule. The concrntfrlons at 100 mcould be hlghet than those presented It buding wake
effects were not considerad; see Appendtx E, Secilon E.1, bar detalls.
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J.3.30 Editorial Comments

J.3.30.1 Comments: 89-015
89-046

Comment: The DEIS is Inconsistent regarding the designed maximum throughput of the
proposed MOX facility. The proposed MOX facility is designed to process 3.5 metric tons
(MT) of plutonium per year, not 3.5 MT of plutonium oxide, as stated several places In the
DEIS including those Identified In this comment.

Response: Text has been revised throughout the FEIS to reflect that the 3.5 MT applies to
the mass of plutonium.

J.3.30.2 Comment: 89-016

Comment: The DEIS should be updated to reflect that the General Electric facility In
Wilmington is now called Global Nuclear Fuel-Americas, LLC.

Response: The text has been changed in various sections of the FEIS to reflect the new
name for the conversion facility In Wilmington, North Carolina.

J.3.30.3 Comments: 89-017
89-030

Comment: In the Executive Summary on page xx, line 9 and on page 2-34, line 19 of the.
DEIS, ciistrusted" should be "distrusts."

Response: These editorial changes have been made.

J.3.30.4 Comments: 86-006
89-018

Comment: The text on page 1-3, Section 1.1.2 of the DEIS was considered judgmental of
the DOE Surplus Plutonium Disposition EIS as not being considered sufficient to meet the
needs of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) under the National Environmental
Policy Act. It has been suggested to reword the statement to say that the NRC prepared
this DEIS to Incorporate additional site specific information and design detail.

Response: The text in Section 1.1.2 of the FEIS has been changed as suggested in the
comment.

J.3.30.5 Comment: 89-020

Comment: The quantity of plutonium at Lawrence Livermore National Lal
shown in Table 1.1 was questioned., It Indicates that there i
and the table note indicates that the LLNL total maaf plutoniurr

LLNL)
t LLNL,
'I

, .
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Appendix J

because some Rocky Flats Environmental Technol6gy Site (RFETS)
_TThe table note references DOE 1996. However, DOE 1999 indicates that there

mi ppproximate_:f plutonium from LLNL, including processing/recovery of the
IRFETS material (footnote 7, pg 1-2 of the DEIS).

Response: The last sentence of Footnote c to Table 1.1 of the FEIS has been revised to
indicate that the total plutonium Inventory at LLNL including processing and recovery of the
RFETs plutonium wli Also, DOE (1999) has been Included as a reference.

J.3.30.6 Comment: 89-019

Comment: The first sentence on page 1-9, Section 1.2.2 of the DEIS as written could imply
that fresh fuel Is different from unirradiated fuel. Suggest changing the sentence to read
'fresh, unirradiated," or edit It another way so that it doesn't say 'fresh or unirradiated.f

Response: The text has been changed throughout the FEIS to "fresh, unirradiated fuel."

J.3.30.7 Comment 89-021

Comment: Section 2.2.2 pages 2-3 to 2-5 of the DEIS is taken nearly verbatim from the
Surplus Plutonium Disposition (SPD) EIS (DOE 1999), and no citation is provided.
However, footnote 1 on page 2-2 of the DEIS indicates that 'except as noted, the
descriptions provided in this section are based on Information from DCS (2000, 2001, and
2002). Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility Information used In preparation of this
DEIS was taken from the SPD EIS (DOE 1999), and is not provided in DCS documents.
This section should be properly attributed.

Response: A footnote has been added to Section 2.2.2 of the FEIS indicating that
Information was also taken from the SPD Final EIS (DOE (1999).

J.3.30.8 Comment: 89-022

Comment: It would be useful to Include a diagram of the Waste Solidification Building
(WSB) processes in Section 2.2.4.2 of the DEIS.

Response: The text description of processes occurring in the WSB Is clearly stated in
Section 22.4.2 of the EIS. The processes and transfer of materials occurring in the WSB
are too numerous to present In a single diagram as was done for the proposed MOX facility.
The clarity of the section would be decreased by adding multiple linked diagrams.

J.3.30.9 Comment: 89-023

Comment: In Section 2.2.5, page 2-19 of the DEIS, the correct terminology is 'fire areas'
not Tfire zones.".

Response: The text in Section 2.2.5 of the FEIS was changed to read "fire areas."

J-148

TOTAL P.06


